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Abstract
Microparticles are small membrane-bound vesicles released from
activated and dying cells. As shown in a study of primary Sjogren’s
syndrome, systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis,
levels of microparticles in the blood, as measured by a solid-phase
prothrombinase assay or flow cytometry, are increased with
autoimmunity. Among patients with these conditions, however,
particle numbers were inversely related to disease activity and
levels of the enzyme secretory phospholipase A2 that can digest
membrane lipids and perhaps cause particle loss. These findings
suggest microparticles as novel biomarkers for autoimmunity, with
levels reflecting events leading to their loss as well as production.
The development of biomarkers for autoimmunity is a major
undertaking critical to elucidating disease pathogenesis and
assessing disease activity in routine care as well as in clinical
trials. In general, biomarkers represent products of cells (for
example, cytokines) or phenotypic or functional changes in
cells usually sampled from the blood. These changes include
the expression of cell surface markers or patterns of gene
expression. As shown in the previous issue of Arthritis
Research and Therapy, subcellular fragments called micro-
particles (MPs) may represent novel biomarkers that can
occupy an important place between small molecules and the
cells in the hierarchy of markers [1].
MPs are small membrane-bound vesicles released from
activated or dying cells. Once viewed as inert debris or
cellular dust, MPs have emerged as important mediators of
intercellular communication with pleiotropic activities [2,3].
Indeed, because of their content of lipids, proteins and nucleic
acids, MPs can stimulate diverse physiologic processes such
as thrombosis and the activation of immune cells, endothelial
cells and fibroblasts [2,4-6]. The activity of MPs is impressive,
perhaps related to their rich content of bioactive molecules,
with their concentration in a single packet simultaneously
triggering multiple signaling systems.
As markers, MPs are unusual since their origin appears to
result from disparate processes. MP release thus occurs with
both cell activation and cell death. This seeming paradox
could result from the differences in the behavior of cell types
as well as the experimental systems used to elucidate the
release process. The study of particle release during activa-
tion has therefore primarily focused on platelets, while the
release of particles during death has involved nucleated cells
(for example, lymphocytes or monocytes) undergoing apop-
tosis. While nucleated cells may release particles during
activation, the occurrence of activation-induced cell death
may confound interpretation of this process [7,8].
In their study, Sellam and colleagues used two different ana-
lytic approaches: a solid-phase assay based on the prothrom-
binase activity of MPs, and conventional flow cytometry. Each
assay has limitations. The functional assay depends on MP
capture by either annexin V or antibodies to cell surface
molecules and is based on the assumption that all particles
have prothrombinase activity; since many particles do not
bind annexin, however, their presence can be missed.
Similarly, flow cytometry can be limited by the small size of
particles (0.1 to 1.0 μM). Depending on the thresholds for
detection by flow cytometry, many particles may be missed
with light scatter. Counting of MPs by staining with
antibodies to cell surface markers can be problematic
because the small surface area of MPs (approximately 100 to
10,000 times smaller than a cell) allows binding of miniscule
amounts of antibody and leads to weak signals.
Notwithstanding these issues, Sellam and colleagues provide
compelling evidence that MP levels are elevated in the
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plasma of patients with primary Sjogren’s syndrome, systemic
lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis [1]. For all three
diseases, the levels of platelet MPs were the highest – and
only in the plasma of patients with primary Sjogren’s syn-
drome did levels of leukocyte MPs exceed those of controls.
These results are surprising in view of evidence for extensive
immune cell activation in this group of diseases [9]. The
failure to demonstrate leukocyte MPs may reflect the assay
systems, the patient population and the range of disease
activity in patients studied.
While immune cell activation may cause MP release, the
numbers may be small, with those particles released not
found because of detection problems, binding to cells or
clearance by macrophages/monocytes. Because of their
display of cell surface markers such as phosphatidyl serine,
MPs – like apoptotic cells – may be targets for phagocytic
cell uptake because of their exposure of ‘eat me’ signals;
these signals may be present even for particles from
activated cells. Nevertheless, the finding of increased platelet
MPs is important since these diseases all have a vascular
component, with increased MPs potentially promoting
thrombosis in a manner similar to that postulated for
atherosclerosis, stroke and diabetes [10].
A curious aspect of Sellam and colleagues’ study relates to
the inverse relationship between MP numbers and disease
activity. Since MP numbers are increased in the blood with
autoimmune disease, the highest numbers would be expected
in patients with the most active or severe disease. Instead,
the authors found the opposite result, with particle numbers
inversely released to extraglandular disease in primary
Sjogren’s syndrome, for example. Among explanations for this
surprising finding, Sellam and colleagues suggest the
possibility that an increase in the level of secretory phospho-
lipase A2 could lead particle destruction via enzymatic diges-
tion of membrane lipids. In that case, secretory phospholipase
A2 may play an important role in homeostasis by a reducing a
prothombotic and immunostimulatory blood component.
While this study raises many questions about the relationship
between particle production and disease activity, it is
nevertheless important in putting MPs center stage as
disease markers and showing how the components in the
blood can be mined in new and intriguing ways.
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